
Tomato Taste Size Color Shape/Texture History Good For
EARLY/ COOL WEATHER/ ALTITUDE TOMATOES

Earliana Sweet, tart 10-12 oz Pink-red Very round
Developed in 1900 as the earliest tomato in 

the market

Visual appeal, [roduces well into frost, fairly 

disease resistant, canning
Glacier Surprisingly sweet 2 - 3 oz Orange-red Round Consistently produces high yields all season Great for small gardens or containers

Moskovich  Rich flavor 4-6 oz deep red
Smooth and globe-

shaped
Developed in early 1970s by Vavilov Institute Cold tolerant

Stupice Sweet, flavorful, acidic 2-3 inch Deep red heirloom Small, round From Czechoslovakia Cold tolerant

CHERRY/GRAPE TOMATOES

Black Cherry Sweet, rich 1 - 1.5oz purple-black round, meaty
Russian black tomato that is consistently 

productive
Color variety in salads

Blush
Exceptionally sweet, 

juicy tropical flavor
2" fruit

pink blush over golden 

yellow skin
oval

Beloved by chefs for their artistic coloring, 

excellent flavor and ease of slicing
Adding color to a meal

Juliet
Delicious, rich tomato 

flavor
2" deep red and shiny oval

Intermediate resistance to early blight and late 

blight. Hybrid. Long-lasting

Great for salads, great salsa, and fresh pasta 

sauce, Good crack resistance, vine storage, 

and shelf life. 

Jaune Flamme Sweet, fruity flavor 2 - 3 oz Orange Round French heirloom
A terrific salad tomato that is also great for 

sauces and drying

Peacevine Sweet, rich 3/4 inch Red Round
High amino acid content producing a relaxing 

effect on the body
Highest Vitamin C content

Sungold Intensely sweet 1 inch
Bright orange-

tangerine
Round Reingard Kraft of Germany Very popular

Super Sweet 100s Very Sweet 1 inch Bright red round hybrid Very heavy producer

Matt's Wild Sweet .25 ozs Red round

A cultivar of tomato  based on the original wild 

tomato plants, acquired by a friend of Doctor 

Matt Liebman in Hidalgo, Mexico.

Produces prolifically when every other tomato 

in the field is down for the count with early 

blight. Pick frequently as skin is thin and cracks 

easily.
Yellow Pear Sweet 1 inch Bright yellow Pear shaped, clusters Europe 1805 heavy producer

PASTE/ ROMA TOMATOES

Costoluto Genovese
Meaty, full flavored, 

slightly tart
Large Deep red heirloom Ridged, lobed Italian Slicing, paste

Roma VF
Meaty, rich, excellent 

disease resistance
Up to 1 lb. Red Pear shaped Canning, paste, high producing, few seeds

San Marzano Good
Slim 2-3 

inch
Bright red

Small and slim, hard 

walls
Italian Sauce, paste, little juice 

COLORFUL TOMATOES

Japanese Black Trifele
complex and rich 

flavor

2.5-3 inches 

long and 

wide

green-streaked 

shoulder, mahogany, 

black at base

Pear Shaped One of the best Russian black tomatoes
very crack-resistant, reliable producer, with 

great flavor
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Black from Tula
Rich, salty, smoky-

fruity
3-4 inches

Dark brown to purple, 

deep green shoulders

Slightly flattened, 

oblate
Russian heirloom from Tula Delicious flavor, GG Plant Sale favorite

Black Krim Intense, slightly salty 3-4 inches

Dark red-mahogany, 

maroon, with deep 

green shoulders

Slightly flattened, 

green gel around 

seeds

Originally from the Isle of Krim on the Black 

Sea in the former Soviet Union
Patio gardens, slicing tomato

Cherokee Purple Rich, complex, sweet 12 oz- 1 lb. Dusty rose, purple Rib-shouldered globes
From Tennessee cultivated by the Cherokee 

tribe
High Producing

Gold Medal
Sweet, well balanced 

flavors
1.5 lbs.

Yellow and red bi-

color
Thin skin By Ben Quisenberry Long lasting harvested fruit

Pink Berkeley Tie Die Sweet and complex 8-12 oz
Dark Pink with green 

stripes
Round developed by Brad Gates of Wild Boar Farms

The flavor is outstanding - sweet and complex 

like the finest heirlooms

Black Ethiopian Tangy, ambrosia flavor 3-5oz Purple Black Round, smooth Heirloom, Ukranian origin exceptional production

Striped German
Complex, fruity flavor 

and smooth texture.
12 oz

Yellow and red bi-

color
ribbed-shoulder Originated with the "Pennsylvania Dutch" Award Winning Flavor and Texture

Thornburn's 

Terracotta
Rich sweet taste 8 oz Honey Brown ribbed and round Winner of Taste of Tomato 2018

The tomato produces heavily during mid-

season and then drops off quickly once cool 

weather sets in. 

Aunt Ruby's German 

Green

Sweet juicy flesh with 

a hint of spiciness
1 lb + Green/yellow lumpy beefsteak

Family heirloom from Ruby Arnold of 

Greeneville, Tennessee.  Ready to harvest 

when soft to the touch and yellow-green in 

color. Indeterminate, 80-95 days from 

transplant.

Slicing and gazpacho

Big Rainbow Sweet and meaty 16-22 oz Red, Orange, Yellow lumpy beefsteak
Heirloom variety preserved through Seed 

Saver's Exchange

Always a top producing heirloom in the GG 

fields
SLICING TOMATOES

Big Beef F1 (and Early)
Full and hearty flavor, 

sweet and acidic
1 lb. Bright red

Round to globe-

shaped
De-hybridized version of Beefsteak favorite Slicing, stays large througout harvest

Boxcar Willie
Sweet, rich, balanced, 

slightly acidic

Tall, 10-16 

oz.
Bright orange/red Smooth, round Named for singer in the Grand Ole Opry Slicer, canning, sauce, juice

Brandywine superb flavor 14  ounces
luscious shade of red-

pink

large, beefsteak-

shaped

ates back to 1885, is the heirloom tomato 

standard
fruits set one or two per cluster and ripen late

Cosmonaut Volkov tangy and sweet 8-12oz
pink/red with green 

shoulders
round, flat Originally from Ukraine produces high yields even in cool conditions. 
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Mortgage Lifter
Rich, sweet juicy 

flavor
1 lb Pink Large, meaty, round-ish

 This variety has become very popular in 

recent years, after being developed by M.C. 

Byles of Logan, West Virginia. After crossing 

varieties for 6 years and selecting the best, he 

introduced this beauty that he named 

Mortgage Lifter in the 1940's after he sold 

plants for $1 each and paid off the $6,000 

mortgage on his house.

Consistently wins taste test, great for slicing.

Red Pear Piriform
traditional, sweet and 

juicy flavor.
7-9 oz

red with green 

shoulder
Pear shaped heirloom variety from Italy Pick when the shoulders are still a bit green

Mrs. Maxwell’s Big 

Italian
Flavorful

Large 1-2 

lbs. 3-4 

inches

Dark pink beefsteak Large round
Italian seeds grown by Mrs. Maxwell of 

Mexico, Missouri
Canning, paste, high producing, few seeds

Rutgers Very tomato-y 7 oz Red slightly flattened

The legendary Jersey tomato, introduced in 

1934, is a cross between J.T.D. (an old New 

Jersey variety from the Campbell Soup Co.) 

and Marglobe. . Tall vines, Fusarium 

resistance.

Uses are cooking and slicing, determinant 

variety

Rose de Berne
Perfect blend of sweet 

and tart
4 - 8 oz Dark rose-pink hue

Round fruit with 

meaty 
well loved heirloom

Perfect for slicing, holds up well against 

cracking

Tasmanian Chocolate
Abundant tomato 

flavor
4-5oz Burgundy Ribbed, round

A lovely new variety developed as part of the 

Dwarf Tomato Project.

These rich slicing tomatoes retain the 

abundant flavor, ribbing, and varied coloring of 

their heirloom parentage. Unlike heirlooms, 

these plants are small in stature and well-

suited for container growing with minimal 

support. 

Kimberly Good flavor
3-4 inch 

inch, 
Red Compact, round

Developed in the 1980’s by John deRocque of 

Kimberly, BC, Canada Siberia x Tiny Tim
Heat loving, Early; Produce into fall

Tiny Tim Sweet, tart flavor

¾ inch 

cherry 

tomatoes

Red round cherry Dwarf  Heritage (English 1945) Year round patio or garden

CONTAINER TOMATOES


